State Government’s Mainframe
Dilemma: Should It Stay or Should It Go?
Introduction
For decades, state government information technology (IT) operations
have relied on mainframe computers as workhorses for running applications
and processing large transaction workloads. Mainframes are reliable, secure
and fast. They are also efficient and powerful data processors, capable
of processing millions of instructions per second (MIPS) for high volume
transactions. Typical state agencies currently using mainframes to run
applications include departments of motor vehicles, social services, finance,
accounting, Medicaid eligibility and tax departments.
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At the same time, state government chief information officers and their
management teams wrestle with the issue of whether and how to continue
utilizing their mainframes. Despite efforts to rely less on mainframes, usage
persists in state government for supporting legacy applications and providing
the necessary stability for mission-critical operations.
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With an impending wave of retirements among state employees with the
necessary skills to operate their mainframes, states must determine if they
should continue hiring and educating staff for operations or look to the
private sector and the cloud for assistance. The latter strategy could be a
managed service on-prem, managed service off-prem, fully outsourced
service or a hybrid approach.
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Mainframes are becoming more expensive to run in-house for some
states. They are often funded through chargebacks to state agency clients
on usage-based models. Future mainframe strategy becomes even more
important as state IT operations look to maximize efficiencies while doing
more with less in trending state funding scenarios. Where are state governments headed in their mainframe management strategies?
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Methodology
The National Association of State Technology Directors (NASTD), with the assistance
of the National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO), distributed
a survey to all 50 state central IT authorities in June, 2018. The following 38 states
submitted responses to the survey: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West
Virginia and Wyoming.
NASTD’s Research Committee, comprised of state government IT members, a
member representative from the private sector and association staff, developed the
25 survey questions with additional input from NASCIO. The NASTD Executive
Board approved the final survey questions.
This document summarizes the significant findings from that survey.

Survey Results
1. How many state agencies currently use mainframe services managed
by the central IT organization?
Mean: 21.6 State Agencies
Median: 6 State Agencies

26%

11%

0 - 10 State Agencies
11 - 30 State Agencies

63%

More Than 30 State Agencies
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2. Does your state own title to the mainframe?
NO - 32%
State Does Not
Own Title
YES - 68%
State Owns Title

OPERATING SYSTEM

3. What version operating system are you currently running on your
mainframe?
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NUMBER OF STATES
Note: Some states run more than one operating system and/or have multiple mainframes.
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4. Does your state currently own all enterprise licensing agreements for
the mainframe software?
NO - 24%
State Does Not Own
Enterprise Licensing
Agreements
YES - 76%
State Owns Enterprise
Licensing Agreements

5. What is your state’s current mainframe strategy?
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10%
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Managed
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6. If your state is using a managed service or outsourced service model,
what vendor(s) has/have the contract?
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7. How were services procured?
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Sole
Source
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8. In which direction is your state’s mainframe strategy moving?
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9. Who is responsible for your mainframe’s compliance with Internal
Revenue Service Publication 1075?
OTHER (BOTH) - 11%

VENDOR - 5%

STATE - 84%
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10. H
 as your state partnered with other states to share mainframe
resources for cost efficiencies or other reasons?
YES - 5%
Have Partnered
With Other States
NO - 95%
Have Not Partnered
With Other States

	Five respondents stated interest in or have had discussions about partnering with
other states.

11.	Does your state have plans to partner with other states to share
mainframe resources for cost efficiencies or other reasons?
24%

5%

Yes, Have Plans to Partner With Other States
No, Do Not Have Plans to Partner With Other States

71%

Uncertain

	Respondents mentioned costs and issues with software versions and licensing as
barriers to partnerships.

12. How concerned are you about running or potentially running your
mainframe workload out of state?

8%

39%

50%

3%

Very
Concerned

Somewhat
Concerned

Not
Concerned

No
Response

Security, compliance and latency issues were common areas of concern.
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REASONS FOR CONTINUED USE

13. What are the business reasons that motivate your continued use of
mainframe computing power? (select all that apply)
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14. Are there circumstances where your state would consider growing
the mainframe applications portfolio?

21%
32%

47%

Yes, would consider growing the mainframe
applications portfolio
No, would not consider growing the mainframe
applications portfolio
Uncertain
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15. What are the compelling reasons why your state is considering
moving applications off the mainframe platform?
Dominant reasons in order of percentage of state responses:
• Increasing cost of continued mainframe operation
• Staffing issues
• Availability of alternative solutions and concerns over long-term viability of
mainframe operations

16. H
 ow is your mainframe incorporated into your state’s disaster
recovery plan?
	
Ninety-two percent of state respondents indicated their mainframe operations
are either fully integrated into the state’s disaster recovery plan or part of a standalone mainframe disaster recovery plan. Of these states, 26% indicated a vendor
or contractor assists with their mainframe disaster recovery plan.
Three states did not respond to the question.

FUTURE DEMAND

17. Where do you see the future demand for mainframe computing
power? (select all that apply)
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18. D
 oes the opportunity for mainframe as a service (MFaaS) align
with your state’s legacy systems strategy?
29%

No, MFaaS Does Not Align With State’s
Legacy Systems Strategy

71%

Yes, MFaaS Aligns With State’s Legacy
Systems Strategy

19. If using or pursuing MFaaS, who would maintain the software
licenses and maintenance?

39%

26%

32%

3%

State Would
Maintain

Vendor
Would Maintain

Uncertain

No
Response

20. If using or pursuing MFaaS, who would maintain software currency
(versions and compliancy)?

37%
29%

State Would Maintain Software Currency

34%

Vendor Would Maintain Software Currency
Uncertain
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21. What comments do you have that sum up your state’s current and
future mainframe strategy?
• Our legacy platform has been outsourced for nearly five years. This includes
hardware, software and operating system support. The mainframe is viewed as a
technology that will be sunset over time.
• We are openly exploring various approaches to address our ongoing mainframe
challenges. No model thus far has been ruled out.
• Cost is an issue. As the number of agencies using the mainframe has shrunk,
costs for each agency have increased.
• Strategic direction is to replace all current mainframe-based applications with
systems hosted on non-mainframe platforms.
• Mainframe will be decommissioned in 2-3 years.
• Our short-term strategy is to move to a managed services practice where we
would have remote staff manage the IBM software stack on the system with
in-house staff managing the software. Our long-term goal is to have all the
remaining applications rewritten to a different platform, so we could sunset the
mainframe technology.
• The state has positioned its mainframe to be flexible based on demand. We can
dial up or dial down capacity to reduce our service costs as well as reduce software
costs. As customers modernize to non-mainframe alternatives, we can easily dial
down our capacity to make it more affordable for the remaining agencies to stay
on the mainframe. We have built into the contract the ability to cancel the contract
if all agencies move off the mainframe prior to the completion of the contract.
• The mainframe will continue to be a viable platform as long as agency business
applications depend on that service. If demand increases or decreases, plans for
the most efficient way to recover cost must be explored. Each refresh cycle must
be evaluated with an eye toward future consumption. If purchasing the services
from a third party are most cost effective, that is the direction the state will
pursue. If expansion of services by bringing additional customers to the platform
is possible and allows stable rates, we will maintain our current model.
• We will continue to look at ways we can utilize this platform for the benefit of our
state. We are focusing on offering a place for legacy systems to reside and new
solutions to be developed. This platform offers a great place for z/OS solutions
and Linux solutions to strive.
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• We want off the mainframe. Cost of migration and prioritization of the work are
the main blocks.
• Realistically, the state will not eliminate the need for mainframe computing in the
foreseeable future.
• The official direction is moving off. The reality is that the agencies still using it
continue to invest more in maintaining the legacy programs than in designing and
programming for other platforms.
• We believe we have a viable mainframe strategy, using our in-house staff to
maintain, support and code applications using this environment. Our decision to
in-source the consultants we had in this environment has reduced our support
costs, and the in-house application training program we have for our new hires
on COBOL is working well. We also have a college in the state that offers Linux
training on the IBM mainframe, and the new hires are seeing there are opportunities to learn and work on these technologies.
• Our mainframe service exists to serve our customer agencies. As customer
agencies re-host their applications, the demand for mainframe services is reduced.
At some point, the cost recovery model shifts to the remaining customers which
can be an untenable situation. Open dialogue with customers and authorizing
environment is key to moving forward.

Summary
A majority of survey respondents still run their mainframe operations with state IT
staff. While 18% of the states maintain they expect to continue that practice, some
that still maintain operations in-house are looking elsewhere for solutions. Sixty-one
percent responding to the survey indicated their states are moving toward a fully outsourced or hybrid approach for mainframe management.
Half of the respondents indicated no concern with running or potentially running their
mainframe workloads out of state, while 47% are somewhat concerned (39%) or very
concerned (8%) about doing so.
Legacy applications support is the primary reason given for retaining state mainframe
computing power, according to 95% of survey respondents. On the other hand, 79%
of the states do not see future demand for mainframe computing power among their
agency clients. This elevates the concern over the “last-man standing” scenario where
one state agency remains as mainframe user, potentially absorbing all mainframe
costs for the state.
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Difficulty retaining and hiring mainframe support staff and increasing costs are the
primary drivers for states moving applications off the mainframe platform. As more
client agencies abandon mainframe applications, costs per user will increase, driving
even more clients away from the mainframe. Respondents also cited the increasing
availability of non-mainframe solutions as a factor.
While not all state central IT authorities monitor the number and timing of mainframe
employee retirements, the wave of retirements is a current reality and an ongoing concern for the near future. Concerns over staffing mainframe operations carry over into
mainframe security management as retaining and training staff in current mainframe
security standards remains a significant challenge.
Respondents commonly cited that moving toward mainframe-as-a-service (MFaaS)
would reduce costs due to economies of scale and help address staffing problems.
Some states have not determined what their funding model would be in an MFaaS
environment, but most respondents indicated they would bill state agencies based on
consumption of mainframe resources.
Based on the survey results, most states will be moving away from managing their
own mainframes in-house, if they haven’t already done so. Some are confident they
can move away from mainframe operations altogether, while others think mainframe
operations will persist despite state efforts to sunset operations.
As states formulate their strategies with an eye toward the future, they will need to
consider software licensing issues. Moving their mainframe services away from state
operations and into the off-prem cloud could result in losing control of enterprise
licensing agreements, limiting exit strategy options and leading to increased costs for
which state budgets must plan and be prepared.
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